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THE EDITOR’S COLUMN

No* tho -date and volume ’number on the cover one1, the con-- 
tents pare is not a misprint. What happened to the June issue, 
you ask? I don’t know either. As you know. Bob and I alternate 
in editing ISF^, Woll, the June issue was his, but for some rea
son or other he has never made it yet. But don’t give up in des
pair; ho confidently assures me that ho will make it. In the 
meantime. ISFA is making history...alright, so it’s the kind that 
Custer made, but it’s still history! Yes, we have succeeded in 
putting out the ^ugust issue before the Juno issue, thus foul
ing up old Father Time; no other fanzine can make this claim - 
or would want to.
..... You’ve probably noticed'that this issue is smaller than u- 
sual. The reason for this is very simple; I ran out of money. 
Originally. I. hab planned to runabout 34 pages,-but duo to my 
financial star its, the letter column, two poems, two' pages of • 
the art section, and a short-shot story were■cut out. .However, 
all will-appear in the next issue (or rather, in the issue after 
the next, since the preceding issue is, in-reality, the nezt. 
Confused?) I’d. like to acknowledge receipt of letters from Ra
leigh Evans Multog of Maryland, Warren F.„. Link of Penna. (He al
so sent a. story, bless him), Neal F.Wilgusof Arizona (This kind 
soul, sent a story and a batch of cartoons.).,- and Alan Dodd from 
accross the Atlantic,

. . Now comes the question of why I’m broke. At last I saved 
up enough cash to buy a, new mimeograph. My old Spood-O-Print 
was. on. its last log- it. seemed to enjoy shredding paper and in 
hundred other ways making life miserable for yoed. The now mim- 
eo is a BDC Rex-Rotary. it uses no ink pad or liquid ink; the 
thing operates somewhat like a printing press, using a#., oscilla
ting roller to spread-the ink - which is a paste. Although I’m 
not used to it-yet.,.. I hope, you*’11 notice an-improvement in the 
reproduction. ‘ .

Thore’s one. thing, that’s boon bothering-me-^ I know of at 
least two people who misunderstood ’’Triumph" (1SFA ^6) and pos
sibly more.. Neal Wilgus completely- missed, the- -point of tho story. 
The theme was not tho world-is-going-to-be~a-stink ng-moss-if- 
wo-don’t-cha.ngo-our.-ways. theme which is- currently being exploit
ed - although there probably is a;touch of that in the story. 
All ’’Triumphv. tried, to point out-is-that-what-we call Christia
nity,' and which its founder (Uho would, undoubtedly be barrod 
form preaching in. 99% of ’Christian’ churches today.) called love, 
is a far more potent force than we realize. Mari Wolf in hor 
column made some kind of statement to the effect (I loft my co
py of MADGE at work, drat it;.) that events portrayed in the sto
ry could not overthrow a* dictatorship. Of course they couldn’t, 
nor was.it implied in ’’Triumph", The events simply showed tho

• ! • " (Continued on p.C)
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The door to the outer airlock opened, and a figure in a high
ly reflective metal suit climbed down the ladder to the ground. Ho 
thrust into the hot sands a flo.gstaff with a special metallic cloth 
brilliantly colored blue and white.

His words could bo heard throughout the spaceship as he said, 
;fI claim the planet Mercury in the name of the United Nations of 
Earth

Thon he climbed back up the ladder and into the ship. half 
hour later, when his suit had cooled off, Captain Janos issued an 
order to the effect that at 1400 hours a scouting party would ex
plore the immediate area on the twighlight side of the planet.

It was 2200 hours, and the scouting party had not returned yet. 
The Captain said, ;?Wo’ll send out another party in six hours to 
locate the lost mon, and this time take an atonic rifle along. ”

The second party did not cone back, and likewise a third. The 
Captain and his lieutenant wore eyesore from staring out the view
screens •

Got some sloop, Lieutenant. You and I will go out at loOO hours;
The two shadowy figures walked through the rocks. 'They noticed 

a pale, shimmering light coning from the mouth of a cave.They en
tered the cave and then followed a long, winding tunnel.

(Continued on page 27)
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^he Shores ./Bellefontaine
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t was raining. That wouldn't have mattered go t;uch, except that 
whenever Gene ^e’^eese accelerated to pass, the windshield v/ip- 
erc stopped dead. That wouldn't have been so bad except I was in 

the car; so were 3uck Coulson ( a relation by marriage * to ice) and oev 
e reese. 2y the time we reached Lina, Chie, the rain mad stopped. This 

v/as fortunate, because here we were supposed to leave US 30 and take Ohio 
117. About the time tye were three miles out of town heading for Lake 3rie, 
we decided something was wrong. So we stopped at an Chio state police post, 
he got us back into town, but not on Ohio 117. In desperation we stopped 
at a gas station and found were four blocks fro... the turn, which, inci
dentally, never meets UC 30. Qrr.

•b got to Bellefontaine. It was raining when t/e went in. To checked 
into the Logan, changed clothes, caue back-down, floated down to the 
Ingalls. Fans’....Lyn Hicteaan, George Touag, bunch of other people. I 
grabbed a coke, and we gyrated back down the street to ’’alt's Hamburgers 
for something to eat.

”I’o, it wasn't on the table - it's iv coke! You can't have it! help!” 
I had a little difficulty convincing the waitresses tuat I always carried 
a half-ft.il coke bottle aroundwitbme.

Half way through my hamburger,, there was a thunderous-t ’.tud.. George 
Cchry and train burst through the .door end collapsed,. ocoping, around the 
the cash register. The Snyders, Lee. Trrmper, 3d Lcllulty, Ted Sarantoc, and 
'bob Adair, not being so dramatic, collapsed on the pin bail machine4

George was burcling about ^vi.-g escaped from the 3eluge, ’and Lee 
was yelling acout being robbed as we descended and began snatching I er- 
lins from her grasp. Thile chatttering, the management instigated a foul 
plot, and by some means or other, we fpund ourselves -out the screen door 
and standing under an awning. After being waded through by entering and 
exiting patrons several times, we decided'to take our lack of trade else
where, namely the Logan, where ...ost ofus were staying* !

Since we hadn't unloaded the car due to the rain, and Thom Stratton 
wanted to get some more 3ull Sheets (his,.uh...illustrious one shot)..• 
Lee Anne told us there was a back door. She began to lead Thom Stratton 
toward said door. Thom inquired gently if she were sure this' was the door, 
pointing delicately to a small sign reading IH2H. She decided maybe it 
couldn.'t be* since she had come in that way. However, it turned out that
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took off on the thesis that stf cons were a farce - the editors 
di_ not cooperate and did not profit; no writer or fm would Irre open Lio
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'mouth4in “cTTSTSTSm tea 66n for fear lie would be blacklisted by all the 
eds .present for daring to suggest tixere was a leek of perfection* That 
was the gist, but it tool: tvre: ty ...inutes or - ere to get back around to it.

Tarty Greenberg of -Gnome Tress got up, sup^osedly to -eke a rebuttal. 
That ha seer;.ed to do was huckster for Gnome Trees and tall: cbout produc
tion costs as the hampering iter, in the s.;f field and proclaim the fr ns 
couldn’t support tne field. The ’pros don’t support cons’ arpuo...ent seemed 
to get lost in the shuffle*

Evelyn Goli pot in a little huckstering for G/L/'LCf and claimed the 
fans*didn’t count as far as critical value went, since the cruddy stuff 
sold and fan-adjudged masterpieces flopped.

barlan silicon chained stf stories were snouc characters, not people, 
and Evelyn remarked, in effect * ’look who’s talking’.

3oneone got in a complaint about the hotel and management at the Tris- 
con, and Horeen Talasca replied that wasn’t going to happen at Cleveland. 
She also got in the first of several pleas that the fans get in their reser* 
vations at the hotel. Tor the first time in years we Iiave the promise of the 
entire hotel to ourselves, with the exception of tue permanent residents, 
and we are in danger of losing it because the fans won’t get in their res
ervations, and the hotel is getting cold feet fearing they’ll be s^uck with 
a lot of empty rooms come Labor Gay*

The arguement got a bit hot before darrett finally cut it, and we ad
journed until the night session.

Cur four were standing around the Logan Lobby bemoaning the outlook 
of eating in Bellefontaine when Ellison ordered us to get the car and fol
low him. So we dashed around back and picked up une Jam^ler, coming through 
a street that barely scraped the sid-s and began chasing Ellison end a 
sport Studebaker loaded with a minimum of ten people, and, oy the time it 
had gone a mile, several pounds of asphalt from scraping the road. After a 
slight detour into a railroad switch yard, -re tock off into the trackless 
wilderness, finally ending up at a country restaurant called tlie BTC, where 
everybody seemed to have had the same idea. "Tactically the entire conven
tion was there.

Te ate, went down the road and played miniature golf a while, then came 
back and waited for the night session, which seemed to be buying mags from 
Toward "eVore for buck and Gene* Bev and 7 suffered through a Laurel and 
Tardy silent ’comedy*. One con film was shown, made by two Canadian fans; 
nothing from Tucker this year.

Tre went back to the Logan and played penny ante poker for a wmilc, *we 
being, Lee, bev(she was just watching), George Oshry, the Snyders< tennis 
Campbell, and several other hoosier followers. Eventually bev and I went 
down to our room, where Buck and Gene, in typical fashion, had set up a 
chess board*
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While kibitzing and reminiscing on Rog Phillips trying to 

unlock a door that was standing wide open, wo wore interrupted 
by a fan named Dan Curran, quite drunk and dressed in black* Since 
we were dressed in black, too, ho seemed to have a bit of trouble- 
separating us and finally gave up. He asked for a cigarette ,-and, 
having none but Buck’s asthna inhalers ( na.de-of jimpson weed, 
primarily) wc offered him that, wrhich he took, lit, commented it 
tasted lousy, and continued to smoke.

•After climbing off the floor, still smoking the asthma in
haler, ho adjourned to the hall for a bout with George , which un
nerved him slightly; He accused George of being a fascist and 
brushed him- lightly, at which Geo rgo, drawing himself up to re
buff height, retorted, H Sir, you have struck ne! ^nd vh on you 
have struck me, you have struck a friend of the Czar! He then • 
proved that Curran was simultaneously a Loyalist, an anarchist, 
and a bolshevik* Curran retired, muttering, to open his door and I 
close it. This was followed by a dull thud.

Harlan and a number of fans wandered in. Harlan to ok off 
on some tales of r!ew York ganged n, embellishing s) mevMiat for the 
sake of dramatics. Ho embellished so far that he put his foot in 
a Mauser pistol descri 
when others did* A- 
fter writing a 1 sto
ry which was sna
tched by Lee, ho de
part ed• The • o thers 
did as well, when ur
ged by us(it was our 
room), and thus end
ed Saturday night and 
part of Sunday horn
ing.

Sunday morning 
was the banquet. Same 
stuff as last year, 
maybe literally.

Thon we wont to 
the Ingalls1 anteroom 
for the last session, 
Lou Tabacow got a kid
ding from Doc Smith an 
Ed Hamilton who road 
letters from a number
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pros praising him for writing ’SVEN1, the story which appeared on 
the cover of a recent OTHER WORLDS, but nowhere in the magazine.

Noreen Falasca made another plea for the hotel reservations; 
Nev; York said it was united; George Young said Detroit wasn’t; 
Buck said Indiana was more or less, if you can discount the fact 
that it has twenty active fans - and five fan clubs.

• Ellison presented his citation plaque to William Atholing, 
Jr., somewhat complicated by the fact that neither Athcling nor 
the plaque wore there. ।

Bloch and Tucker read 
possibility of holding the 
Illinois, or in Weyauwega, 
way)

an exchange of Jo ttors discussing the 
next Midwoscon either in Bloomington, 
(It may bo hold in Cincinatti, by the

•The Chicago Science Fiction Society, represented by Earl 
Kemp, presented its award for "outstanding service in the field cf 
talking and talking and talking and talking" - a 2# ounce bag of 
cow manure to Sid Coleman - who took it. in very good grace.

And that was it - for ’55.

(C ntd • from p. 2) 
effects qf a dynamic personality upon two officials - thus fore- 
shadowing later events. It couldn’t happen you rry, no totalitar
ian would act as those two officials did. Perhaps not,’ but re
cently in one of the eaastern satellite nations a number of Rus
sians were shot for refusing to shoot a number of inhabitants - 
people who were not even Russians. I can seo I’ll have to write an 
article sometime on this idea- sort of a companion piece to "Tech
nocracy Vs. the Humanities’.’..How.am I aware of all this? Woll, I 
have here the sqqu^.lvtd?"Trw "Not By Might" which does re
late theb story’of the overthrowal of the dictatorship, by Gandhi- 
like methods. I don’t knowf-^ print thu thing - it’s aw
fully long. Maybe in the next anni’sh.

■ Speaking of stories have on hand a satire. We haven’t 
had an-.out and'but farce Since "-The Man Who Hocked the Moon" in 
ISFA ^5. The one I have hero is by Warren F.Link and is about the 
fortunes of "Undertaker" Untcrmoycr-", a sort of D.D.Harriman of 
the coffin world. Also being planned is a mess about Oxcart Ham
mer h.Q$d^-^ a musical playright who turns to stf for the theme
of one bf his plays. As you can seo, wo-aren’t quite so hard up 
for material as wo onco wore. Naturally, we will still welcome 
material - especially nonfiction, although wo’11 not bo too re
luctant to accept fiction. Artwork we cah always use, if we-are tc 
run an art section in every issue - are you listening, Jack, Joe, 
Bill, Juanita, and Chuck? Gads, this is a lot longer than I had 
planned on, so au revoir (I learned that from a whole year of 
French - isn’t modern education wonderful?) Ed McN



CAMBER #4, Alan Dodd, 77 Stanstoad Rd., Hoddosdon, Horts, 
England. 9d or 15^ This is an interesting zino, well mimoood 
on half-page foolscap, with a neat but crowded format, and in
teresting material. The illos may not be quite professional, but 
they arc darn good, * specially the femme on the cover. The edi
torial is called "Confused Thinking", and it IS, but no more so 
than the average fan editorial* Four columns, including a letter 
column and fanzine- reviews, fill up most of the space. Did I say 
four?...There1s also a promag review column. "The Solar System" 
by Torry Jeeves is listed as ”Educat?lonal”; I quote:”0n a clear 
day, the sun can be scon from thd British Isles, sometimes for 
minutes on end, assuming, of course, you know whore to look* Up
wards is held to be the best way for this." THIS is educational? 
Well, you may not be able to earn a Ph. D. with the information 
in this article, but you will have a lot of fun. ’’Through Time” 
by Brian lumlcy is a somewhat run-of-the-mill poem, but well il
lustrated; Arch Trufan (the most obvious pseudonym since Grego 
Hcrnsback of SF PLUS) wrote "Filing System", a fair story. And 
there arc interlineations galore...all in all, I rather liked it*

There is a rumor to the effect that Lincoln freed the slaves. 
Whoever circulated it never contributed a column to Ed McNulty, 
who is in reality a reincarnation of Simon Lagrcc.

Indyfandom has done it again; as if INFERNO (See ISFAnish - 
Ed) wasn’t bad enough, Tom Stratton has come up with:
THE BULL SHEET, a pornozine if there ever was one. Unlike I., 
however, BULL has the definite advantage of being pubbed by an 
old hand at keeping barely within the Postal regulations'. It in
volves various STFinitions which Edi wouldn’t print in ISFA, so I 
won’t waste my ink typing them; The Edittorc-adoria 1 is short 
and as maddening as any of Tom’s work. Five of the twelve pages 
arc taken up by "The Bogy in the Bedding” by. James R. Adams. This 
is the story of one of the adventures of Grosbeak Guggle, Inves
tigator* of Sidekick Phenoncma. It’S'a good satire, and also a ri
ot . Then we come to the advertisements - for combination shoe
horns and bottle openers, and used bulldozers. Both advertisements 
arc genuine, but slightly obsolete. A poem by Tossagore Tyne, 
"’brIEF Interlude"'. I think Tossagore Tyne is a pseudonym for Ton 
Stratton. The illos, mainly by Juanita Coulson, help to round out

%
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the oneshot. Supposedly you cun get it by ‘sending to Ton Stra
tton, 1314 3. Union St* in Kokomo. However,-Tom has since moved. 
(Has to keep ahead of . the Postal Inspectors, you know.) You can 
got it through Buck Coulson, whose address is below. No charge 
for BULL, but ' Tom would probably appreciate postage money.

EISFA; Buck and Juanita Coulson, 407’ 1/2 E. 6th St., North 
Manchester, Indiana. Most of this ish is taken up by nIIodic & 
Manure (and. other conventional topics)'1 by Bob Briny. This is a 
Midwescon report and especially interesting to those who can’t 
afford cons (like me). nMisserablo Success5’. by Ricky Ertl (of 
Argintina) is a good story witha now theme (now to me, anyway) 
about a stf-hor^^r- story writer whose world wide success becomes 
his undoing* One can toll that the story was not authored by a 
person who;sc native tongue is English, but that in no way detracts 
from it; the humor is 0. lot better than some of the fan attempts 
I’ve soon. ;,Ramb lings” and Rumblings’”, the two editorials, arc, as 
usual, interesting and true to their names.

PSI, Vol.l #1 Lyle Amlin, 307 E. Florida, • Hemet, California. 
In this we find two editorials, “The Ed Snaps Back” and ”Act Vil 
of a Two-act Play”. The editor ran out of room on the first mas
ter (PSI is dittoed) so ho took up-another page. Vah Nictz con
tributed nThc Tarpits of Phandcum”, a. survey of what makes fen 
fen. Juanita Coulson wrote a movie review of ”This Island-Earth”.
”Tho Book Nook11 by Peter Eberhard takes up REVOLT IN 2100, Hein
lein’s latest future history collection. All of those are well 

We Lire

O

I don’t
i 'M /

from, you’ve
care whore you’re

done. However, this fanzine is 
best in the editorials. I like 
the kind of editorials wherein' 
nothing much gets accomplished, 
but the editor-has a lot of fur

Before I go on to the next zinc 
I’d.like to kick up a storm.Ac
cording to Ed, several of you 
readers don’t think Over the Co 
is:long enough(and then again, 
some might think it too long).
.Or adequate enough. Or so on.
■Well, I’m not trying to reprint 
the entire zinc in each review.
Just list the contents and corn 
ment.briefly on each. However, as 
great minds run on 0. ‘Single track 
some fanzines soori pretty repeti
tious, therefore fanzine reviews 
may seem repetitious. I do not 
mean to say that all fanzines 

ppointment •
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are carbon copies of all those 
which have gone before. But fan
zine, promag, movie, and book re
views are pretty much the sane* 
Either you like the opus in ques 
tion or you don’t. And reviewing 
reviews is as-futile as anyone
can got# Also, I am aware that my 
reviews don’t cover a very large 
segment of the fanzines pubbed* 
Who said they do? I try to review 
the majority of the zines receive 
by Ed and myself. I have two iss
ues of Dick Geis’s PSYCHOTIC* Both 
are well worth reviewing: indeed

field, 
out of 
either

;Vc it is the top mag in 
but both issues are sad.
date, so-I’m 
Ah well, to

to the- subject:

not reviewing 
wander back

SCINTILLATION, 
zinger, 6791 Meadow

Mark Schult- 
Ridgo Lane,

Amberly Village, Ohio. The cover, 
by an unlisted artist whose signi- 
ture I can’t decipher, reminds me 
vaguely of the old STARTLING cov- . 
ors by Bergy. There’s a BEM (or 
reasonable facsilimo thereof) cha-
sing a. scant! 
artwork, but 
question: the

irl. Good

mean-looking blaster...WHY DOESN’T 
SHE USE IT ON SAID BEM???? Oh well, 
girls who look as good as this one

'A

Don’t thin]

without your

CO

aren’t suppose to have any sense. Another two piece editorial. And
an article by Lou Tabakow, ”A Plague on Your House”. This last de
picts the various sub-species of fen who can bo observed at. cons. 
Well done, but just a little bitter. ’’Lcgcnda” is a book review 
column by the editor. His opinions mtch mine on ‘the books I’ve 
read and ho reviews. Nice to know somebody agrees with you. ’’The 
Fiend Speaks”, a column by Ray Schaffer, Jr., deals with a wide 
variety of subjects; birth-control, an attack on stf by a social 
worker, fan classification, etc. ’’Command Performance” by George 
Jennings left me cold; It didn’t make a bit of sense - at least - 
not to mo. All in all, SC is good, and worth the 10/ '- 10/V-l price.
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WHIMSY, Ron Voigt, 3^59 Sullivan St., St* Louis, Ko. 15/ - 

12/:;pl*25 This poetry zinc is apparently the successor to Ron's. 
FANFICTION. No illos, but the format is excellent - wide margincs,’ 
several kinds of type - yes, this zine is PRINTED - Ron sets the 
type himself. Much of the poetry is off-trail - and very, very 
good* In the July idsuo appear, among ton others, "The Track of 
Man" by Eugene v/idrick and "Fantasy Concerto” by Bill Young - two 
top notch pieces a My only complaint about this is? the too frequent- 
misspelling (at least for a printed zinc) - but maybe I'm being too 
picky; however, in a. short poem, a misspelled word can ruin the • 
mood or effect. If you like- poetry and a. well put-together zinc, 
WHIMSY should be: near the top of your fanzine subscription list.

Last of all: MERLIN, Lee Ann Tremper, 1022 N. Tuxedo St., In- 
diana.polis, Indiana 5/ 12/50/ No, I don't imply anything by
leaving Loe's -zinc-for the last; it was the first one I found, so 
it was on the bottom "of the stack* "Brythonic Mythology" by J. T. 
Crackel is an- interesting introduction to Welsh legendry. I’ve 
heard sundry yelps about it, but I don't think it's out of place 
in a. fanzine,, especially as MERLIN leans slightly towards fantasy 
anyhow. In any case, , it is well written and well illustrated. 
"Mecb", -Dave. Jenrotte’s regular cartoon feature, is funny as ur.'"' - 
Jcnrette also- did a fascinating little" piece of fiction, "The Siren 
of Saturn”. This satire takes the wind .out of‘the tough space-coo 
very effectively. James R. Adamis contributed a poem named "There's 
A Monster Lives-at Our House”. Good.,"The columns: - "Foreign Sti" 
by Buck Coulson., and "The Bookshelf" and "Stfantasy Pocket Edi
tions" by J.T.Crackel - are a.11. interesting, though I do think that 
the features are better. Lee writes on editorial called "Exca.lee-. 
bur". Yes, it’s an'atrocious pun. I LIKE atrocious-puns. She also 
writes a. fanzine review column, "The Kettle".

Now coiws the part of ny column which makes enemies and antag
onizes people. • .fan’s too. Here .is where I let down .the-raging tor
rents of mixed metaphors (like the one immediately proceeding). 
Loo Ann -and I have been running a feud (mild type) in the .letter 
column of EISFA. for about three issues now. Well, I'M going to drag 
ISFA into it. She says in MERLIN that my rather irregular zinc(CHA- , 
OS) is badly mimcood, and strictly for local fen. Has anyone seen 
Loe's first attempts at mimecing? And I know CHAOS is mainly for 
locals. It's a newszinc for. a. local club. She sta.tes elsewhere that : 
sho told me what was .wrong with me, and I took it as a. compliment. She said I wasn't human;, that is a. compliment. I hate people, human 
type especially; Leo puts‘out a.- good fanzine, but I just don't like 
her. (The preceding, written in cobra venom, I was first tempted 
to cut out. However, since this is probably Lew's last column for 
ISFA - he's going to descend upon Hanover College soon - yes, Lee 
they actually accepted him, sight unseen in all probability - I 
decided to give him a. cha.nce to get in one last lick. In order to 
forestall an assasination - mine - I'd like to say that the pre
ceding in no way reflects my opinion - Ed)









Within the last two weeks' I7ve managed to seo three stf 
movies and one fantasy - somewhat of a record for me, since I 
usually only rot to see about rbwo movies a month. Only, one of 
those is new - This island Earth, To judge by the extravagant 
claims of the movie ads, one would ’believe that T.I.E. is a 
Gone With the Wind of stf films, an epic worthy of the pen of 
Doc Smith or Hamilton, However, having been assured by thous
ands of movie ads that such-and-such a film was the greatest 
ever (it was umty-two years in the making, so it must bo;. ), I 
entertained c. few doubts just before(^during) I shelled out for 
a ticket. Unfortunately, my doubts wore fully justified. In a 
sense, the film was an epic — it had enough color - in about 
the same sense as a Fourth of Uuly fireworks display. The sto
ry briefly was.this: A brilliant government research scientist 
builds r. souped up T-V sot from parts which arc mysteriously 
sent to him by a nonexistent electronics company. He is con
tacted via the’ machine by high; browed (& I moan that lit ora ly) 
extratorrestials, offered a chance to join them in scientific 
research, and is then treated ta a .sample of the aliens7 pow- 
er as the machine is consumed by tremendous heat. The scientist 
is picked up by a.' strange a.irplano, flown to the aliens7 re
treat, meets several other eminent Dorth scientist - one of 
whom, of course, is. a good looking female scientist - and soon 
learns that the alleged altruistic motives of the aliens arc 
actually a cover up. Ho and girl friend, try to escape, but they 
arc captured by the aliens whor.ro now leaving Earth to return 
to their own planet which is undro siege by EVIL comet people. 
The two Terrans learn that the i aliens had gathered the top sci
entists of Earth to carry on research ( in atomic energy or 
something of the kind, I think), the results of which would be 
used in the defense of their planet, whoso energy was being 
rapidly used up by the necessary maintenance of an energy scr
een about the planet. However,they arive on the planet too late 
to be of any help, and, after a run-in with a boserk- alien drone, 
they arc returned to Earth by the dying expedition leader. End of 
story. The darn thing ended just as I was settling back in my 
seat to get ready for another half hour or so of it. I left with 
the feeling that the story actually got nowhere - even though 
there was some traveling around. 1 suppose not too much should be 
expected from Hollywood7s first attempt at something resembling 
grand space opera. But there wore quite a few hideous blunders 
for which there is no excuse. For instance, the spaceship burn-4

whor.ro
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inr bri htly while passin;; through the Thermal Barrier in outer 
space was pretty, but... the beautiful plowing meteors(or were 
they comets?) with fire dripping downzrar' into space and which 
wore towed by tho enemy ships and used for missies, wore nice, 
but... tho monster disintegrating completely duo to a pront 
chanqo in the air pressure of the space ship was an interesting 
bit of photography, but... those arc a few of tho samples, When 
will tho other producers and directors besides Gcorpo Pal bepin 
to turn out stf films.whoso ’science* is above an dth pradc le
vel?

The next film I saw (durin;; the-same day) was a delightful 
chanpc. It was a fantasy, an old-one, “The Wizard of Ozh The 
story c ^ncorns tho dream of a younp ;irl in which sho miraculous 
ly is blown to tho Land of Oz (*.t this point the film seems to 
have changed producers, for tho film suddenly switches to tech
nicolor, a trick which one or two other films have since employ- 
cd.) whore she immediately makes an enemy of a witch, sots out 
for the Emerald City to ask tho Wizard to send her back hone, and 
on the way meets an assortment of characters who join her - tho 
Scarecrow lookin;; for brains, the rusty Tinman looking for a 
heart, and tho Cowardly Lion lookin; for courage. Tho story of 
their quest and mishaps makes for a very amusing and enjoyable 
ninety minutes or so. Tho sots and costumes wore all rorjoous. 
The Wizard, of Oz, like Disney’s productions, is a movie for those 
who ro on. livin;; after they ’prow up’, not for tho unimaginative 
corpses which make up the bulk of-tho ’adult’ world.

Thilo on vacation in Florida, I had the cool, fortune to seo 
The Conquest of Space. Like most of Pal’s productions, it was 
beautiful. Tho special effects wore a fan’s dreams come true. 
I’ll always remember tho shuttle rocket rising up from Earth an. 
tho Station reviving on its axis - and tho views of the ship 

and Liars - wow7 Tho only bad thine 
about tho movie was that some ro-
diculous nonsense (for lack of a 
better name, we’ll call’it a story) 
kept [jetting in tho way. Why, oh 
why, do they buy tho rights for a 
book and then proceed to write their 
own mediocre story - as if tho con
quest of space wasn’t in itself a 
.rood enough story. I ;;ucss tho film 
had to have some kind of drivel in
jected into it in order to sell to 
the general public...too bad. Us- 
in;; tho special effects-in the film 
as a basis of judjement, think what 
kind of a movie Pal would have had 
if ho had actually followed tho 
book and taken us around the Solar
System and to a few stars7



hod PJ.anot L-ars was one of the
many stf films which I missed when 
it ran here at the various theaters

’late shows5 o: 
It got off to t 
better as it w 
the first fov.r : 
when I camo in 
wife wore just 
•contact Mars. i

happy when one of

nnates ox 
> a sciont

, but ;got 
I missed

ms

/ i

device whose nature escapes
.. ox
10 *|

Anyways, needless to say, a reply 
is at last forthcoming from the: r i

planet The ensuing messages
film would have us believe, sprbads 
panic over all the western world by 
telling- of the many superior aspect 
of Martian civilization, such as- 
cheap power. Stock markets crash, 
millions are thrown out of work, 
(just why 1 don’t know - corta.ihly

i

given in the m me
the Government moves in 
the machine, and clamps 
lid on any further Mart:

of course,’ 
akos over z 
security f

y

Thus fa: 
era.ble,

s’like most Hollywood attempts at 
mess. However,’ after seeing the 1

it, I changed my mind; .in fact, [ the,best way to see this movie is 
to miss the first part*-Just assume that the West is faced with 
imminent financial ruin, and that‘the Sec. of Defense is urging
the President to launch a war ag 
lapse of the West, and you have; 
there1s the next Martian message

Russia to prevent the’col-
:mgs ox

usual, my memory
pod story* And

the details, but the gist of the message was this: 2000 years ago 
(Earth) you were told to love your neighbor.. .why haven’ t you, 
done so? This, and sue coding messages, start a world wide religious 
revival’,. thus making any war on; the part of the west impossible* • 
Behind the iron curtain, the Soviets try to stamp out the revival,
but the attempt ends in the 
and the triumph of the Chri

me

truction of the Soviet government 
.hs* This was one Hollywood movie 
makers actually seemed to have sor

insight into the real nature of the"struggle between East and West
They apparently realised that com 
can only be defeated by a bettor 
ing by the reactions of my friend

not by guns or bombs. Judg-

this film. Sorry, fellows, but this time you’re wrong, Hollywood 
should be congratulated for combining stf.and the.current conflict 
into a fine movie - or rather half a movie, McN



THE UNQUIET GRAVE 
/O

The column in this issue will be a little different. I am 
reviewing several representatives of the British paperback in
dustry with the idea that you might be interested in the type of 
stf most commonly encountered in England.

STOWAWAY TO MARS by John Beynon (Nova Publications I1 6) 
This is the first of the ”Noya Science-fiction Novels”, a ser
ies somewhat on the- order of Galaxy Novels. Contains 126 pages, 
with a good cover by Hutchings. This book is an odd mixture of 
writing styles. Part of it reads like an AMAZING STORIES, circa 
1930, while the rest is modern, sometimes humorous, and fairly 
good. The plot is somewhat hoary, consisting of the first trip 
to Mars complete with beautiful feminine stowaway. Other factors 
arc intelligent Martian machines, insane Martian machines, 0. ri
val Russian rocket, a rival American rocket (which crashes), 
and a love affair between the stowaway and a Martian man. Beynon 
(bettor known as John Wyndham) depicts the Mars of sand, cacti, 
and machines very well - ho doos not succeed as well with his 
humans. Thore are also .a few lapses of logic (such as the accel
eration couch which is somehow provided for the stowaway during 
the landing on Mars) This is a novel with unrealized possibilities.

THE MUTANTS REBEL by E. C. Tubb (Panther Books 1’6) Tubb, 
whose prose occasionally rivals that of Bradbury, obviously did
n’t get paid much for this, and wrote it as rapidly as possible 
in order to show a profit. Earth, following an atomic war, has 
become 0. matriarchy with mon denied equal rights and despised. 
Rebuilding is too slow, and people arc worried about the mutants, 
boro out of the radiation. The hero, sentenced to work on an un
dersea. farm, escapes, discovers that he is a mutant, and joins 
a group of mutants who arc working to overthrow the Matriarchy. 
Last sentence; ’’With her fingers twined in his, they stood waiting 
for the rebirth of a world.” One hundred fourty-four pages of fast . 
paced, entertaining drivel

TORMENTED CITY by Charles Groy (Milestone Publications 1’6) 
Following an atomic war, the world is ruled by a World Council 
of five members. Ono of the members lias become a virtual dicta- • 
tor. Our hero makes an unsuccessful attempt to kill the dictator, 
following which ho talks the man into hiring him as a secret a- 
gent. Burtard, the dictator, is buiding towers to-broadcast en
ergy. Our hero knows that they arc for some other, sincstor, 
purpose. Ho raises an army from among the beggars and sends an- 

»V
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other World Council member to 
organize the Martian rocket 
fleet. An a.ttack is made on 
the towers, during which Bur- 
‘Eard is revealed to bo a ro
bot servant of an alien machine 
striving to make Earth into a 
planet useful to the alien race. 
At the last moment, the Mar
tian flebt arrives like the ca
valry and destroys the alien 
spaceship. A ridiculous plot 
and writing of the quality to 
bo found in PLANET or AGINA
TION.

DAWN OF THE HALF-GODS by 
Victor La Salle (John Spencer 
& Co. 1t6) Calling this poico 
of trash science-fiction is an 
insult to the name. It is a 
poorly tlchdcd assortment of 
trite plot ingredients. The 
STELLAR POLARIS is returning 
from Venus, which has been dis
covered to be exactly like the 
Earth, with no inconvenient 
natives. Paradise, in short, 

The commander is worried 
about this Edon being 

spoiled by the rulers of Earth, 
the insidious I. C. B. However, radio signals to Earth arc not < 
swored, and a landing on the Moon shows that the groat military 
base (A great military base on the Moon already, and only ships 
have gone farther!) has been destroyed. Another landing is made-at 
the Space Station, whore the.ship1s I.C.B. Controller is killed, 
for no good reason except that ho would have interfered with the 
plot if loft in the script, and the scientist and his beautiful 
daughter report that Earth has been taken over by the horrible 
mutant children, and all the cities are destroyed. A landing is 
immediately made on Earth (?i ) and contact made with some survi
ving normals. A few homo superiors appear, recite their linos, and 
dsappear offstage. An attack is made on the spaceship launching 
site (conveniently spared by the mutants) and fourteen spaceships 
seized. (Fourteen ships waiting to bo launched when only two ships 



had gone beyond the moon, and one of those had. been destroyed.
No wonder the mutants took over! ) The commander is captured oy the 
mutants, who give an unconvincing picture of brutality, like actors 
who aren’t sure of their linos.j- and is about to bo put to death 
When some of the crow arrive with blasters (the ships arejnadc-of 
noutronium, by the way) and rescue him. Everyone leaves Earthy 
and the commander- sots a time-lock on several hundred pounds of 
plutonium, which has been mined on Venus and brought to Earth so 
the author could properly destroy the mutants, who wore invincible 
to most human weapons. The resulting explosion destroys-the Earth, 
and the survivors head for Venus, joyous with the knowledge that 
the Solar System is again safe for humanity-. On the way, the com
mander falls into a clinch with the beautiful daughter of the sci
entist, whom the author has ignored up until this moment. Fade- 
out, while the orchestra ple.ys something sentimental-.

I CAME - I SAW -'I WONDERED by Volstead Gridban (Scion Dis
tributors 1’6) Rather surprisingly, this is a good book. A Mar
tian chemist accidentally discovers the secret of space travel, 
builds himself a ship, and arrives on Earth in the' middle of a storm 
(Also in the middle of England) Since ho looks outwardly exactly 
like an Earthman, the couple who take him in have some difficult'/ in 
beleiving that it all isn’t some hoax, until he receives a 'cut, and 
they see his blue-green blood. He is-here to study Earthmen (with 
the aid of an-eidetic momcr y, which is a groat advantage in; learning 
the language), and intends to-take back an account‘of. his adventures 
to Mars. Thore are some .fairly good Reasons-as-to why he is like- 
Earthmen .(and why Martian politics are much like those of Earth), 
and the rest of the novel is', devoted'td\ his-react ions-.to, the differ
ences between Earth and Mars id Thore is none of the wild adventure 
which characterizes most 'of the -other British, -novels that I have 
road; the tone of the book is quietly philosophical, and rather 
pleasing.

NO PLACE LIKE EARTH edited by John Carnell (Boardman Books 2’; 
This anthology is certainly worth the price. Edited by the editor 
of WORLDS, it contains seven good to excellent stories, plus an 
introduction by Arthur'C. Clarke; a total of 192 pages. Six of the 
stories have appeared in American magazines, but most of them do 
not appear in other anthologies. They are: ’’Breaking Strain” by 
Clarke, and ’’Survival” by Wyndham, both from TWS; ’’The Two Shadows” 
by Temple,' from STARTLING; ”No Place Like Earth” by John Bcynon, 
from 10 STORY FANTASY (and including a sh<r t sequel from ARKHAM 
SAMPLER); ’’Balance” by John Christopher, from FUTURE; ’’Machine' 
Made” by McIntosh, from, I think, GALAXY (some of my mags are be
ing bound at the moment, so I can’t check this); ’’Chemical Plant” 
by Ian Williamson. The best stories arc ’’Survival”, a nasty story 
of slow starvation in a spaceship unable to land or to be reached 
in time; and ‘‘Breaking Strain”, a novelet of the mon left on Mars 
after Earth’s destruction, and their effect on the Martians, and 
vice versa.



sy NOAH McLEOD'
On top of o. heap of other magazines on my foot locker are 

five science fiction magazines, including the current issues of 
all tho Columbia of mags, the current number of Startling, and 
the lost issue of TA'S. All contain stories dealing in some mea
sure with sex. Tot in the thirties Gornsback followed the policy 
that sex and science fiction do not mix, and Campbell still docs 
in ASTOUNDING. .

How did sox invade modern science-fiction? Ity.started back 
in the thirties with Aldous Huxley and Olaf Stap^ldon. Those tv;o 
English hard cover writers, having fewer taboos to contend with 
than Americans, and writing for an educated audience of adults, 
wove into their stories certain speculations about future changes 
in sox'mores. Also, they inserted philosophical discussions about 
sox. Thore was a certain amount of half-hearted imitation on this 
side of the Atlantic, but the English writer has a great advantage 
over tlie American: Thore arc only two taboos he’must watch, (1) ho 
must not criticise or ridicule the royal family, (2) he must not 
be grossly obscene. By contrast, the American writer is stifled 
with doz’ens of taboos* He must not say anything which implies 
criticism of the more important religious or patriotic orginiza- 
tions; he must not depict the sox act or the nude female body too 
straight-forwardly , oven if ho doos use good taste. He must never 
criticise the ideas of the Churches on sex ethics, no matter how 
good his grounds are. A story, for example, vh ich hinted that ad
olescent girls should bo given -a working knowledge of birth con
trol for their own protection would probably bo rejected by nearly 
all mayazi nos.

Under those conditions the problem is how did sox get into 
science-fiction at all? Thore were two' routes, the first of which 
was the occasional science-fiction off.Its of main-stream novelists 
and the second was the biological yarn. Tho ’“'high brow71 or“ogg head"' 
writer, writing for a limited-audience of educated adults, if not 
as free as his English fellow, is far freerer from taboos than the 
writer who writes for tho general public. Such science-fiction as 
is written by main stream novelists snows a much freer handling of 
both sex and religion than that written by routine scicnco-fiction- 
oors. Stories such as PLAYER PIANO and LIL®0 arc good examples.

The story which is to bo credited 'with really putting sox in
21
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science fiction was a biological yarn, THE LOVERS, written by 
phillip Jose Farmer, and published in STARTLING in 1952. At that 
time STARTLING was edited by Sam Mines who saw that science-fic
tion was handicapcd by the-taboos which had been permitted to 
grow up, partly by inertia, and partly by front office pressure. 
It is to Mines* very groat credit that he persuaded the front 
office of Standard Magazines to set him free from most taboos. 
The results were very gratifying. In the next two years and 
STARTLING published such stories as THE LOVERS, its sequel MOTH 
AND RUST, and DeCamp*s VIRGIN OF ZESH.

THE LOVERS was not merely a biological novel and an out
spoken sox yarn, but a powerful attack on revivalist Christian
ity of the Billy Graham typo. The Haijac Republic, which sent 
out the interstellar expedition, was a cruel dictatorship found
ed by Isaac Sigmon, a revivalist of the Graham type. In the story 
Farmer gives amazingly detailed descriptions of the body and sex
ual reactions of-Jeanette, his non-human but humanoid heroine. 
After THE LOVERS, sox was in science-fiction to stay.

But sometimes the taboos can load to curious results which 
may damage the convincingness of the story,. Take for example that 
excellent novol of historical speculation, Ward Moore1s BRING THE 
JUBILEE. Tho hero, Hodge Backmakor, was not a great lover, but a 
rather shy young man whoso chief interest was books. But he mana
ges to enjoy tho favors of three young women of above average ini 
tolligencc and good character. Those young women arc not nympho
maniacs or play girls; Hodge has nothing material to give them in 
return for their favors. Tho whole performance is the least con
vincing part of the plot. It could only be explained by two suppo 
sitions together (1) That the girls in question had available a 
cheap, certain method of birth control, and (2) That the girls in

"Boy, you see those Davy Crockett hats 
all over nowadays.
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the probability universe where the story takes place did not got 
■the conditioning during their childhood that makes most girls un
consciously fear mon and boys. But discussion of th quo sei ns 
would be against taboos much more offactive than the ’taboo on 
sox. Aldous Huxley could discuss birth control freely in BRAVE 
NEW WORLD; American authors canTt.

Sam Merwin, who knows more about story tolling than science 
( ho makes very gross errors in science at times), uses sox to 
create personality conflicts and to delineate character. An ex
ample of this is found in-THE HOUSE OF MUTI WORLDS and in its se
quel THE ROAD TO MISENIUM, both-in STARTLING. Hore Elspeth Mariner 
a very idealistic young poetess, has as a working partner one 
Mack Frazer, whoso ideas about sex are those of a healthy tom cat. 
His constant attempts to seduce Elspeth, and his affairs with oth
er girls, furnish a good deal of movement for the plots of these 
two yarns. Another good-example of Mcrwinia is THE EYE IN THE WIN
DOW in the current (May, 195?) ^SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY, Hore one- 
conflict that devolopes is between Nesi Wyndham and Marta Crane o- 
vor the affections of Joe Maturolli. Nesi loses Joe when he disco
vers her to be a neurotic who can give herself freely only when 
moved by sympathy or pity towardd a man. Another characteristic of 
Merwin is that usually the reader finds out about sox after the c- 
vent; he docs not describe the dove-play itself. Merwin’s know
ledge of psychology is goood and his writing a cut or two above 
the average, but too. many of his women arc sophisticated cosmopol- 
tans whom the reader-feels have' pre-marital relations because it 
is fashionable. • ;

D. A. Jourdan is as different from Merwin-as the latter is 
from Farmer. Ho deals with the sociology of sex, just as Farmer 
deals with its-biology, and Merwin with its effects on personali
ty. His best story so far is CHANGE OF COLOR, in the November, 
1954, SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY', which.deals with the effect of 
■the desire for romantic love on; a society whose official policy is 
promiscuity.- The fact that most mc-n and women want l&yalty in thoi 
sox partners has very destructive effects on that society, CHANGE 
OF COLOR deserves anthologizing

Another type -6f use of sex* in science-fiction is found in 
NAME YOUR PLEASURE by James E.Gunn, published in the Winter 1955 
issue of YONDER STORIES (Which,, I think, was-the last issue be
fore the mag folded.) Here the heroine, Both, is living for a. few 
weeks with an experienced older man as part of her training for 
marriage. Much "of the action turns on Beth’s emotional develop
ments

Lastly, lot’s look at DeCamp’s THS VIRGIN OF ZESH. This is 
a farce, turning on the misadventures of a prudish lady who had
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led a. sheltered life. She finds herself in an environment where 
several adult males are willing to use force, to gain her favors- 
She ultimately ends up by mating with an alien. This story is vor- 
y good reading, but is a parody of the biological yarn rather one 
itself.

These examples form a rather incomplete survey of sox in mag
azine science-fiction. It is obvious that the combination of a Phil 
Farmer and a. Sam Mines is rare, that although sox is here to stay 
in science-fiction, much of it will be in the watered down form 
used by Merwin. If Aldous Huxley or Olaf Stapcldon submitted manu
scripts to GALAXY or ASTOUNDING, they would got nothing but rejec
tion slips.

that while vivid descriptions of the 
girls are permitted in the de

torture or disembowollment of

tective and gangster magazines; 
intelligent description of the 
sox act and the way the part
ners react to it is so risky 
that only a very few authors 
dare to undertake it. One of 
my best, friends is a. widely 
read pro writer of science * 

L

i
1

fiction; he will write nothing 
concerning sox in his stories because 
it so increases the difficulty of a 
sale0 A Martian acquainted only 
with American magazines might con
clude that to murder a girl by / 
sadistic torture was a less / 
serious crime than to awaken Ls*—
her sexually.

I

It is doubtful if any maga
zine would dare print an intelligent 
story about the effects of a cheap, 

1
1

contraceptive drug .bout
the slight change in conditioning 
growing girls which would remove that 
unconscious fear of men which is prac
tically universal among women (Genuinely 
uninhibited women are very rare; most 
promiscuous women merely push the foar 
under a little- farther than ordinary 
women do). Since World War II in 
Japan more pregnancies are terminated

I V
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by abortion than by birth; would ahy science-fiction magazine 
dare publish a story about a similar situation in America? A 
hard cover novelist might.

In space eperas brothels arc frequently mentioned as ex
isting on outer planets in desolate surroundings. Nothing is 0- 
vor said about the women inhabiting those brothels. Arc they 
priestesses of a sex cult, heroines there because they think 
mon need them; adventuresses on the make, paid employees of a • 
space lino, or chattel slaves? What is their attitude toward the 
men -they entertain? What chain of events brought them there? It 
seems to me that Judith Merrill, Margaret St. Clair, and Marion 
Zimmer Bradley have the necessary talents and insight to produce 
good stories on this subject. But do they have-the cold nerve 
and intellectual honesty? What about it, girls, want to follow- 
in the footsteps of Stapeldon?

In concluding, I would like to remark that while writing 
about sex, it is easy to accidentally slip over the line into 
pornography, but I boloivu an occasional bit of pornography 
docs less harm than intellectual dishonesty.

RETURN BOUT

As if therein editorial isn't long enough, here I am a- 
gain. This a^ppoars-for two reasons. First, there was a half 
page left over ’biY’the stencil, and I have no filler material 
for it, and secondly, there, were a few7 things, that I wanted to 
say since-the other stencils were-cut. I said, in the editorial 
that several items had to bo cut, well now I'm making a sub
stitution, Origionally I'd planned to run a story by Ted Sar- 
antos. ca.llod "The Beautiful Ambassador", but it is five pages 
long, .which would run the issue-oyer thirty pages. Hence the 
substitution "Terminal Planet", -which was’originally cut, Want 
to go mad the easy way? Become a fa,ncditor.

Sono of you might be interested in this bit of information. 
"The Galactic Post" is coming out again after about a year - or 
so I've heard. Apparently it will be published in Tuscon whore 
Ray Beam lives now. :i .

And one final piece of news before: leaving, ISFA will soon 
go quarterly. This is being done for several reasons; Bob is 
transfering this fall from Butler to Duke University, hence se
veral hundred miles will make it inconvenient to carry the mimeo 
back and forth. I won’t have much time since I ha.ve to wrork be
tween 30 and 40 hours a week andicarry a regulai* load at college 
Even more important is the opposition of my parents to fanedit in 
Thus 1SFA goes quarterly - I'm not sure when. Ed
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(Contnd. from p. 3)

“The light’s sotting brighter, Captain.11
. The Ground crumbled beneath then, and they fell into a dark, 

obsidian pit. They both sat up at the same time, Captain James 
rose to his feet, the Lieutenant froze in terror. There on a rra- 
nite rock sat an immense being. His skin was a deep reddish color, 
and ho carried a pitchfork-like weapon.

The creature spoke, and even through "the helmet of his suit, 
the Captain heard him say, “Welcome to Holl, rentlemon. Haahaahaaa 
hahaha I




